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Some notes on the chronology of Latgallian 
and Selonian artefacts in the Middle Iron Age 

Janis Ciglis 

In her monograph on Kivti cemetery, E.Snore distin
guished an earlier phase, phase I, which was summarily 
dated to the period 700 to 800 AD, i.e. to the second half 
of period F according to the division applied in northern 
Europe, or the end of the Middle Iron Age (E. Snore, 1987, 
p. 29-30). The characteristic grave goods in male graves 
of the early I phase are a narrow-bladed axe, two tanged 
spear-heads and a scramasax. Of the fibulae, owl fibulae 
have been found, but more commonly cross-bow fibulae with 
poppy-head ends; among arm-bands there is the solid or hol
low profiled arm-band. The feqlale graves have crowns, 
neck-rings with saddle-and-hook ends or flatte~ed ends, bre
ast ornaments wound with bronze and with chains, and cuff
shaped and spiral arm-bands and hollow arm-bands with 
tapered ends (E. Snore, 1987, p. 32). 

Also dating to this same period is the Kalniesi 11 ceme
tery near the River Daugava at the town ofPlaviQas, exca
vated by V.Urtlins (Urtlins, 1962 p. 50-51). The Kalniesi 
11 cemetery has several artefact forms not found with the 
contemporaneous burials of phase I at Kivti cemetery. In 
particular these are arm-bands with circular or polyhedral 
club-shaped ends, iron crutch-shaped dress-pins without 
bronze wire binding, cruciform pins; early forms of cuff
shaped arm-bands with a solid mid-rib and ribbon-like arm
bands with slightly broadened ends. On the other hand, 
Kalniesi 11 cemetery lacks the solid and hollow profiled 
arm-bands characteristic of the burials of phase I at Kivti 
cemetery. Also, there is a row of artefact forms common to 
both cemeteries: hollow, arm-bands with perpendicular gro
oving and narrowed ends, cuff-shaped arm-bands with a 
hollow mid-rib, crutch-shaped pins wound with bronze wi
re, cross-bow fibulae with poppy-head ends etc. If the bu
rials with grave goods characteristic of phase I at Kivti 
cemetery and Kalniesi 11 cemetery are dated to the eighth 
century, as in both of the publications, then there is an ex
tremely large number of eighth century burials. The num
ber of graves from the ninth century is approximately si
milar or slightly smaller, but there are comparatively few 
graves datable to the sixth and seventh centuries. Some 
researchers explain the rise in the number of cemeteries 
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and burials in eastern Latvia in terms of an influx of peop
le in the second half of the Middle Iron Age and the earlier 
part of the Late Iron Age (Urtllns, 1970, p. 68; Mugurevics', 
1998, p. 23). Without denying the importance of this fac
tor, it seems to the present author that this problem should 
also be discussed from the point of view of chronology. 
Clearly a proportion of the burials traditionally dated to 
the eighth century are earlier, and a proportion are probab
ly later. 

Secondly, the idea has become established in Latvian 
archaeology that the eastern branch of the Early Iron Age 
Collective Barrow Culture with a stone circle at the foot is 
to be associated with the Selonians, this view being based 
on the approximate correspondence of the distribution of 
the present-day Selonian ascending intonation and that of 
the above-mentioned barrows (Sturrns, 1939, lines 38062-
38062; LA, p. 129-130; Vasks, 1998, p. 11). If so, then 
this area (Augszeme and the River Aiviekste basin) should 
have been inhabited by a comparatively large population 
of descendants of the people of the Collective Barrow Cul
ture who maintained the distinctive features of their langu
age over the centuries until the time when written sources 
mention the Selonians and then up to the present day. This 
inheritance should also be reflected in the material cultu
re, which should be identifiable through archaeological met
hods. There should be a string of artefact forms that link 
the Barrow Culture with the flat cemeteries that supersede 
it. Traditionally the transition to flat cemeteries in Augsze
me and south-eastern Vidzeme is dated to the sixth and 
seventh centuries (LA, p. 149; Urtlins, 1970, p. 68; Vasks, 
1998, p. 17). Thus there should be a considerable number 
of sixth and seventh century burials. Analysis of the grave 
inventories of the earliest flat cemeteries and the latest bar
rows shows that such artefact forms common to both real
ly do exist. Refining the chronology and distribution of 
these artefact forms would be a significant contribution to 
the resolution of the much disputed problem of Latgallian 
and Se Ionian ethnic origins. Particularly significant are tho
se artefact forms which make it possible to link Latgallian 
and Selonian artefacts chronologically with forms found 
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1 VAIDAVAS KAULENI (I) 
2 BAIZKALNA UPMAI • .I (I?) 
3 PRIEKUJ,.U KAMPI (I?) 
4 TAURENES LAZDlJ':Il (2) 
5 JAUNPIEBALGAS EZEERBRICI (I) 
6 VECPIEBALGA (I) 
7 JAUNGULBENES USURI (I) 
8 ~IPENES SALll':IAS (4) 
9 AIZKRAIKLE (2) 
10 AIZKRAIKLES LEJASBITENI (6) 

11 PJ,.AVfI':IU KALNIESI (2) 
12 ODZIENA (I) 
13 KALSNAVAS BAZNICKALNS (I) 
14 NAUTR£NU SMILTAINE (I) 
15 JAUNJELGAVA (I) 
16 SELPILS ~UNtl (2) 
17 SAUKAS RATULANI (I) 
18 SLATE (I) 
19 ZASAS ANUZI (I) 

1. Distribution map of ann-bands with faceted club-shaped ends in eastern Latvia. 
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in other Baltic lands, especially since they make it possib

le to examine the chronology of Latgallian and Selonian 

artefacts in a European context. 

At least 31 arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends 

have been found in Latgallian and Selonian cemeteries. 

Their distribution in eastern Latvia is shown on the map 

(Fig. 1 ). Only a few examples of these ann-bands have be

en found in flat cemeteries outside of the area of distribu

tion ofEariy and Middle Iron Age barrows. These include 

the northernmost find-spot at Jaungulbenes Usuri (Exca

vations by A.Nore in 1922, burial no. I. Collections of the 

Madona Museum of Regional History) and the eastern

most fmd at Nautrenu Smiltaine (Collections of the Histo

ry Museum of Latvia, A 8085:6.). Only six examples of 
such arm-bands are known from Augszeme. One of these 

(A 5464) comes from a sealed grave inventory, grave P, 
barrow 6, group I, together with an iron crutch-shaped 

dress-pin with a flattened top (A5463), an iron spear-head 
(A 5467), a curved knife (A 5466) and a narrow-bladed 

axe with a circular shaft-hole (A5465) (E. Snore,1933, 
p. 11; FigJCXIII:8; XXVI:3; XXVIII:4). On the basis of 

analogy with the Zviirdes Kokmuiza I hoard (Urtans, 1977, 
p. 138-142), the burial can be dated to the fifth century. 

We are more concerned here with the upper chronological 
boundary of these arm-bands. Arm-bands with polyhedral 
club-shaped ends have been found at Lejasbiteni cemetery 

together with iron weapons (Burials 45, 56, 68, 133 and 
197), which are difficult to date. Only the arm-band 

(A 11822:257) in grave 68 (Fig 2:1-6) is found together 
with an iron crutch-shaped pin wound with bronze wire 
(A 11822:256.). At Kalniesi II cemetery this ann-band 
type has been found together with a cross-bow fibula with 
a flattened foot and a ribbed chord (Urtiins, 1962, p. 78; 
Fig. XXIV: 1). On the basis of analogy with the fibula (Col
lections of the History Museum of Latvia, RDM I 377a) 
found with burial 1 in ~eipenes SaliQas cemetery (Katalog, 
1896, Fig. 6:6), V.Urtiins dates this grave to the first half 
of the eighth century (Urtiins, 1962, p. 40). In Lithuania 
this type of brooch is dated to the seventh and eighth cen
turies (Tautavicius, 1966, p. 200--201). Since the fibula 
from grave 28 at Kalniesi II cemetery and a similar one 
from grave 16 (Urtiins, 1962, p. 76; Fig. XX:3) represent 
an early form of this type of fibula, then on the basis of the 
numerically larger Lithuanian material these may be dated 
to the seventh century, to the second half of this century at 
the latest. The inventory from grave 2 at ~eipenes SaliQas, 
which also includes an arm-band with polyhedral club-sha
ped ends (RDM I 378a) is clearly mixed and represents 
artefacts from various graves. It includes both the women's 
cuff-shaped arm-bands, crutch-shaped dress-pins and a 
sickle, and the men's owl fibula and narrow-bladed axe. 
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All in all it can be concluded that we do not have at our 
disposal secure material to date arm-bands with polyhedral 
club-shaped ends to a time later than the end of the seventh 

century. How does this appear in a European context? Along 

the middle Dnieper these are found mainly in the earliest, 
I, group of the so-called Antian hoards, whose upper chro

nological boundary is generally the second quarter of the 

seventh century (raBpHl)'XHH, 06JlOMCKHH, 1996, c. 55, 
128). Also in Lithuania such arm-bands are usually dated 
to the fifth and sixth centuries, or later at certain sites in 

western Lithuania (Kazakevicius, 1993, p. 118-119). 
In discussing ann-bands with polyhedral club-shaped 

ends we have already touched on fibulae with a flattened 
foot and a ribbed chord. Like the ann-bands with polyhed
ral club-shaped ends, this type of cross-bow fibula allows 
Latgallian artefacts to be chronologically associated with 
those found in Semigallia and Lithuania. Together with tho
se from the Kalniesi II cemetery, six examples of such cross
bow fibulae are known in eastern Latvia (Fig. 3). The aut
hor is aware of one more cross-bow fibula of this type in 
Latvia (in Semigallia): one (A 3185) from the c~metery 
ofOSi, grave 22 (LA, tab. 41:21; R. Snore, 1929, p. 179; 
Tab. 2, Fig. 2:6) land another example, of silver, obtained 
as a stray find from Lielplatone cemetery (A 11831: 1). 
Fragments of another silver cross-bow fibula of this type 
have been found in Zemgale in Mezotnes Dumpji hoard. 
V. Urtiins dates this hoard to around the year 700 (Urtans, 
1977, p. 157; fig. 64:3). The fibulae from Aizkraukles Le
jasbiteni (A 11847:530); Krustpils DzeQi (Collections of 
the Jekabpils Museum of Regional History, JNM 1501: 1) 
and Aizkalnes Ludvigova ( A 12007:52) are stray finds 
and so their dating is problematic. Typologically they clo
sely resemble the fibulae from Kalniesi II cemetery. The 
fibula from Lielplatone was found together with other stray 
fmds, such as a socketed axe, two socketed spear-heads 
and a narrow, early single-bladed sword. These serve to 
bring the fibula closer to the sixth, rather than the eighth 
century. It is slightly more robust than the brooches from 
Kalniesi. At ~eipenes SaliQas a cross-bow fibula with a 

flattened foot and a ribbed chord was found in grave 1 
together with a belt buckle with attached carved piece and 

belt fittings of bronze plate (Katalog, 1896, Fig.14:15). 

Such ornamental motifs from this period have been analy
sed in more detail by V.Qinters, who dated this grave to 

the first half of the eighth century (Qinters, 1937, p. 42). 
However, the typology of Middle Iron Age belt buckles 
has not been worked out in detail, and so the precise da
ting of the buckle in grave 1 at SaliQas is not known. The 
motif in the corners of the fitting, in the form of small py
ramids in relief arranged in a net design, is known from the 
lateral parts of belt buckle pins from the Danube and nort-
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2. Grave goods of Lejasbiteni grave 68: 
1 - axe (A 11822:254); 2 - crutch-shaped pin (A 11822:256); 3 - knife (A 11822:260); 4 - spiral ring (A 1I 822:259); 
5 - spirals (A 11822:255); 6 - arm-band (A 11822:257); Grave equipment of Bol}i barrow VIII, grave 5: 7 - awl 
(A 11777:363); 8 - knife (A 11822:362); 9 - crutch-shaped pin (A 11777:362); 10 - fragments of a buckle or dress
pin (A 1 I 777:365); 11 - sickle (A 11777:361); 12 - arm-band (A 11777:359). 
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hem Italy already in the D3 phase. According to a study by 
A.Ambroz these continued in use later on Gepidian and 
Merovingian artefacts and are found in the Dnieper area in 

the sixth and seventh centuries (AM6p03, 1970, c. 72-73), 
so it can be thought that the belt buckle from SaliJ,las grave 

1 can be attributed to the seventh century. At SaliJ,las ce
metery this fibula is more robust, and so is typologically 

slightly later than the fibulae from Kalniesi 11 cemetery, 

and resembles the brooch from grave 22 at Osi, but both 

are less robust than the largest Lithuanian examples. On 
the basis of the inventory of grave 22 (A 3176-3193) at 

Osi cemetery, which includes a scythe, two socketed spear
heads, an ice-pick, a moderately massive battle-knife 

with a slightly broadened tip, a neck-ring with a faceted 
bow and saddle-and-hook ends (R. Snore, 1929, Tab. 11; 
Fig. 2:2) a second neck-ring with button-and-loop ends 
(bent as an arm-band) (R. Snore, 1929, Table 11; Fig. 2: 1), 

a belt buckle with a metal end-piece and buttons (R. Snore, 
1929, Table 11; Fig. 2:7) and a crutch-shaped dress-pin with 

a large head wound with bronze wire, the fibula can be 
dated to the second half of the seventh century at the la

test, or the early eighth century. All in all, the datings of 

the cross-bow fibulae with flattened foot and ribbed chord 

are in general accordance with the views of Lithuanian 

colleagues. 
Arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends represent 

one of the most typical ornaments from eastern Latvia in 

the Middle Iron Age. 144 such arm-bands are known from 

40 find-spots (Fig. 4) (This figure does not include some 

arm-bands with no recorded find-spot). The distribution is 

seen in the following map. In general the distribution of 

arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends in flat Latgal

lian cemeteries does not extend significantly beyond the 

distribution of the Collective Barrow Grave Culture. As a 
separate group we may distinguish arm-bands, between 

which there is sometimes a net-like design. There are not 

many arm-bands in this group. Such arm-bands have been 

found in the cemetery of Bo~i in a series of graves. Thus, 

in grave 24 of barrow 3 (a cremation grave!) the arm-band 

was found together with a type A barbed and tanged spear, 

which according to the classification by M.Atgazis dates 

to the sixth century (Atgazis, 1974, p. 156-157); a leaf

shaped socketed spear-head; a narrow-bladed iron axe; a 

short, narrow, single-bladed battle-knife and a head-dress 

consisting of bronze plates and triangular pendants on 

chains of wire of triangular section (Fig. 5). Speaking in 

favour of such a dating is the fact that it is overlain by a 

later inhumation (grave 6) where the only grave good is an 

iron crutch-shaped dress-pin wound with bronze. Iron 

crutch-shaped pins wound with bronze are widely distri

buted in seventh to eighth century Selonian and Latgallian 

cemeteries and are found in grave inventories together with 
the iron crutch-shaped pins not wound with bronze wire, 
generally of earlier date, to be discussed below. An analo

gous arm-band has been found in grave 19 of the same 
barrow. A type A2 barbed and tanged spear (Atgazis, 1974, 
p. 157), a socketed spear-head, an iron awl with a seg
ment-shaped handle, a small, short, broad, single-bladed 

battle-knife broadened at the tip, a narrow-bladed axe, a 

crutch-shaped pin with a large head and an oval bronze 
buckle with a constriction (Fig. 6). Outside of Latvia, an 

arm-band with circular club-shaped ends with analogous 

ornamentation has been found in the Koziyevska hoard, 
which can on the basis of a general analysis be dated to the 

second and third quarters of the seventh century 
(raBpH"ryxHH, 06noMcKHH, 1996, c. 89-95). This hoard 

includes bow fibulae, one example of which has been found 
at Bo~ in grave 23 of the same barrow together with a 

similar arm-band without the net design. Also there is a 
narrow-bladed axe, a short, narrow battle-knife, iron pin

cers and two bronze buckles (Fig.7). V.Urtiins in his artic
le on the contacts between the inhabitants of Latvia and 

the Slavs dated the bow fibula from Bo~i to the sixth cen
tury (Urtiins, 1968, p. 74-75). This is the only fibula of 

Dnieper type in the area of present-day Latvia and has se

emingly been obtained in an undisturbed grave, and thus 

allows the Se Ionian artefacts to be synchronised with sout

hern Europe. These fibulae have been analysed in more 

detail by 1. Verner in his paper on Slav bow fibulae (Werner, 

1950, p. 150-172; Werner, 1960, p. 114-120; BepHep, 

1972, c.l 03-1 08), and he dates this type to the end of the 

six and the seventh century. Such fibulae are very widely 

distributed along the middle Dnieper and are found main

ly in inventories of the second and third quarters of the 

seventh century (raBpH"ryxHH, 06noMcKHH, 1996, c. 126; 

TIPHXO.llHIOK, TIa.uHH, THxoHoB, 1996, c. 79-83.). Closer 
to the region under study, they have been found in the Ma

surian area, in Kosewo, Mragowa region (former Alt-Kos

seven in the region of Zensburg) (Gaerte, 1929, p. 280; 

Fig. 211c; Okulicz, 1973, p. 479; fig. 245a) and the hil

Ifort of lelala in Estonia (Jaanits, Laul, L6ugas, T6nisson, 

1982, p. 231-232; Fig.158: 1). We have no reason to doubt 

the dating of these fibulae to the seventh century. Such 

relatively earlier arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends 
ornamented with bands of diagonal lines have also been 

found in Rites l}.ebeni cemetery, barrow I, grave 19 (E. Snore, 

1993, p. 15) these being the only arm-bands among the grave 

goods from this grave. A barbed and tanged spear has been 

found in grave 10 of the barrow, type B2 according to the 

typology proposed by M.Atgazis, dating to the seventh cen

tury (Atgazis, 1974, p. 168). Both of these graves mark the 

upper chronological boundary of the cemetery. Such an 
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4.Distribution map of arm-bands with round club-shaped ends and plaited ornamentation in Latvia. 
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5. Grave goods of Bol}i barrow Ill, grave 24: 
/- tanged, barbed spear CA 11777: lOO); 2 - socketed spear-head C A 11777: I 03); 3 - fragments of an iron erutch
shaped pin (A 11777: 107); 4 - axe CA 11777: 101); 5 - head-dress CA 11777:108); 6 - ann-band CA 11777:102); 
7 - fragments of iron fittings CA 11777: 106); 8 - battle knife CA 11777: 105). 
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6. Grave goods ofBoJ.<i barrow Ill, grave 19: 
1- awl (A 11777:83); 2 - crook-shaped pin (A 11777:81); 3 - knife (A 11777:84); 4 - belt buckle (A 11777:80); 

5 - tanged, barbed spear-head (A 11777:86); 6 - socketed spear-head (A 11777:85); 7 - spiral (A 11777:82); 
8 - ann-band ( A 11777:79); 9 - axe (A 11777:78). 
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ann-band has been obtained as a stray find in barrow 2, tol}' also included two iron crutch-shaped pins wound with 
group III at Slates Si Is cemetery (E. Snore, 1933, p. 20-21; bronze wire, spiral rings of triangular wire, and necklaces 
fig. XXV:2). Other artefacts found in the same barrow such of spirals and ornamented rings of bronze plate, as well as 
as iron crutch-shaped pins without winding of bronze wire, a sickle-shaped knife. All in all these arm-bands from Lat
triangular bronze pendants and thin ribbon-like brooches gallian and Selonian monuments can be dated to the se
with slightly broadened ends make it possible to generally cond half of the seventh century, or, exceptionally, to the 
date the barrow to the seventh century. Not found here we- eighth century at the latest. 
re the slightly later iron crutch-shaped pins wound with bron- Iron awls with a segment-shaped handle are dated to 
ze wire and early fonns of cuff-shaped arm-bands which the sixth and seventh centuries. Thirteen examples of such 
would suggest a later date - the late seventh or early eighth awls are known in Latvia. The distribution is shown in Fig. 
century. Similar arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends 9. Examples have been found in grave 19 ofBoI,ci III bar
have been found at Aizlcraukle (RDM I 1651), Jersikas Ru- row, already mentioned (Fig. 6) and in grave 5 of Barrow 
Zi (Collections of the Latvian History Institute of the Uni- VIII (Fig. 2:7-12 ). A similar awl (E. Snore, 1933, p. 65; 
versity of Latvia VI 298: I) and Krustpils market garden fig. 19:55) has been found at the Kivti settlement which 
(JNM 1567: 1). The examples mentioned, particularly the pre-dates the cemetery, allowing us to date its appearance 
material from BoJP, makes it possible to generally date the to a time earlier than the graves of phase I at Kivti cemete
group 1 arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends with a ry, which ended in the sixth century. The grave equipment 
characteristic ornament of perpendicular lines to the mid- from Lejasbiteni grave 17 (A 11822:25-33) can be dated 
seventh century, or the second half of the seventh century at to the seventh century on the basis of the unusual cross
the latest. Ann-bands with circular club-shaped ends cove- bow fibula with poppy-head ends and dot-like projections 
red with a plaited design can be seen to be synchronous or on the foot (A 11822:25); the arm-band with round club
slightly later. This is shown by analysis of the inventories of shaped ends and plaited ornamentation (A 11822:26); the 
graves at Lejasbiteni and BoI,ci cemeteries which contain end-fitting ofa belt (A 11822:33). Important for the dating 
such arm-bands. Ann-bands with circular club-shaped ends of this type of awl is grave 10 at Krustpils Mantas KalniJ,ls, 
and a plaited design have been obtained from 19 graves at containing an awl (JNM 1459:4), which, judging by the 
Lejasbiteni cemetery and seven graves at BoI,ci. Of most in- fibula with a crucifonn foot found in the grave, is slightly 
terest to us are those grave inventories where they have be- earlier, dating from the late sixth century. The fibula with a 
en found together with other ornaments. In grave 64 at Le- crucifonn foot have been dated by earlier researchers such 
jasbiteni such two arm-bands (A 11822:242;243) have be- as Aberg (Aberg, 1919, p. 122) and Gaerte (Gaerte, 1929, 

en found together with a crutch-shaped pin without bronze p. 269) to the sixth or seventh century, while more recently 
wire and a bronze neck-ring with a very narrow, ahnost trian- Y.Kazakevicius (Kazakevicius, 1993, p. 111-112) and 
gular bow. The arm-band has been found together with this J.Okulicz (Okulicz, 1973, p. 484) have dated them to the 
early fonn of pin in grave 5, barrow VIII at BoJP (Fig.2:). fifth and sixth centuries. 
In graves 23, 27 and 36 at Lejasbiteni and graves 3 and 16, During the period under study triangular pendants are 
barrow III at BoI,ci they have been found together with crutch- characteristic ofLatgallian and Selonian cemeteries. Trian
shaped pins wound with bronze wire. Also, the inventories gular pendants have been used together with bells as com
of graves 23, 27 and 73 at Lejasbiteni also included neck- ponents of head-dresses, for example at Nautrenu Smiltai
rings with saddle-and-hook ends wound with bronze wire ne, grave 16 (Fig. 10), grave 21 (Urtans, 1972, p. 71; Fig. 
of triangular section. In graves 48 and 84 at Lejasbiteni and 10), Abelu BoI,ci barrow Ill, grave 7 (Urtans, 1972, p. 68; 
grave 16, barrow III at BoI,ci such arm-bands were found Fig. 3) and 24 (Fig. 5). Tie have also been used on neckla
together with group B barbed and tanged spears according ces and breast ornaments, for example at Lejasbiteni, 
to M.Atgiizis classification (Atgiizis, 1974, p.158-159). In graves 33, 84 (Urtans, 1972, p. 69, 72). Their area of di
the inventory of grave 71 at Lejasbiteni arm-bands with club- stribution is shown in the map (Fig. 10). As can be seen, 
shaped ends (A 11822:268) and a plaited design were found the distribution coincides with the distribution ofthe arte
together with a fine toreutic neck-ring, rhombic at the back, facts also discussed which date from the seventh century, 
with a bent back end (11822:265). These artefact fonns ge- which already serves as evidence that they generally be
nerally relate to the seventh century. One of the latest is long to the seventh century. Important for the dating of 
Lejasbiteni grave 211 (11823:384-297), where arm-bands triangular pendants is the inventory of grave 27, Ratuliini 
with club-shaped ends and a plaited design have been found cemetery, which E. Snore dates after Aberg to around the 
together with a neck-ring with flattened ends, whose broad year 600 (E. Snore, 1993, p. 19,56-57). In addition to the 
ends place it among eighth century fonns. The grave inven- pendants, which were found near the head, probably rep-
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7. Grave goods of Bol,<:i barrow III, grave 23: 
1 - arm-band (A 11777:94); 2 - bow fibula (A 11777:95); 3 - axe (A 11777:98); 4-5 - buckles (A 

6 - binding (A 11777:97); 7 - plate metal ring (A 11777:97); 8 - pincers (A 11777:100); 
9 - binding for handle of a battle knife (A 11777:99); 10 - battle knife (A 11777:99). 
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9. Grave goods ofNautrenu Smiltaine grave 116: 
/- neck-ring with flattened ends (A 9524:1); 2 - chain with bells (A 9524:4); 3 - necklace (A 9524:2); 

4 - breast ornament (9524:3); 5,6 - arm-bands (A 9524:5,6); 7 - crook-shaped pin (A 9524:7); 
8 - crutch-shaped pin (9524:8); 9 - sickle (A 9524:9). 
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10. Distribution map of triangular bronze pendants in Latvia. 
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11. Distribution map of Latgallian-Selonian type iron crutch-shaped pins not wound with 
bronze wire in Latvia. 
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Some notes on the chronology of Latgallian and Se Ionian artefacts in the Middle Iron Age 

resenting an ornament for a cap, there were two socketed 

spear-heads, a bronze cross-bow fibula with a cruciform 

foot, three ann-bands of bronze wire of circular section 

with flattened ends and the remains of a leather belt with 

metal fittings. The grave inventory further contained two 

bronze spurs, spirals for attachment of the narrow, long 

battle-knife or single-bladed sword and a narrow-bladed 

iron axe with a circular shaft-hole. The dating of the cross

bow fibula with a cruciform foot has already been discussed 

in connection with the similar fibula from Krustpils Mantas 

kalnilJ.s. Certainly, triangular pendants have not been found 

in fifth century graves and graves from the first half of the 

sixth century in Latvia. Most likely this grave can be dated 

as E.Snore has done to the late sixth century. In support of 

such a late date we may cite the presence of ann-bands 

analogous to the Ratulani arm-band in the Koziyev hoard 

together with Slav Dnieper type seventh century bow fibu

la (Biigelfibel) (raBpuTYXuH, 06JIOMCKJiH, 1996, c. 89-

95,238). That triangular pendants date from the seventh 

century is also evidenced by the above-mentioned inven

tory of grave 24, barrow III at BoLci. In grave 16 at Nautrenu 

. Smiltaine triangular pendants have been found together with 

an iron crutch-shaped pin not wound with bronze wire, and 

with a very early form of neck-ring with flattened ends, 

and lenticular ann-bands of plate-metal with slightly broa

dened ends (Fig. 9). 

Both iron crutch-shaped pins and the arm-bands men

tioned are usually found in graves together with the arte

facts already analysed. Iron crutch-shaped pins are found 

already at Semigallian fifth-sixth century sites such as Do

beles BaJas (LA, Table 41 :26). However, they differ in form 

from those found in the Latgallian and Selonian area. The 

wire that comprises the head of the early Semigallian crutch

shaped pins usually extends downwards along the stem of 

the pin and is bent back perpendicular to the head. The 

earliest iron crutch-shaped pins characteristic of eastern 

Latvia not wound with bronze wire are already represen

ted at Kivti settlement, whose upper chronological boun

dary is dated to the sixth century (E. Snore, 1978), and in 

the seventh century, most likely in the second half of the 
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KAI KURIE LATGALlŲ IR SĖLlŲ VIDURINIOJO GELEŽiES AMŽIAUS DIRBINIŲ 
CHRONOLOGIJOS KLAUSIMAI 

JiinisCiglis 

Santrauka 

Straipsnyje apžvelgti kai kurie latgalių ir sėlių dirbinių 
chronologijos klausimai, nes iki šiol nemažai ivairių dirbi
nių formų Latvijos archeologinėje literatūroje yra datuoja
mos VIII a. Taip yra datuoti Kivtųkapinyno I fazės, Kalniešų 
II kapinyno kapai, nors akivaizdu, kad dalis Kalniešų II ka
pinyno kapų yra ankstesni nei Kivtų I fazės kapai. Kita pro
blema yra ta, kad Lietuvos archeologai daug viduriniojo ge
ležies amžiaus dirbinių datuoja kiek ankstesniu laikotarpiu 
nei latvių archeologai. Todėl autorius, išanalizavęs viduri
niojo geležies amžiaus latgalių ir sėlių kapinynų dirbinių 
fonnas, priėjo išvadą, kad dalis dirbinių datuotini kiek anks
tesniu laikotarpiu, nei yra tradiciškai priimta - VII-Vilia. 
Tikslinant dirbinių chronologiją, latgalių kapinynų raidoje 
išskirtina ankstesnė - VII a. datuojama fazė. Ši, šiek tiek anks
tyvesnė chronologija sutampa su Lietuvos archeologijos duo
menimis. 

Įteikta 2000 m. gegužė. mėn. 
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Kartografuodamas chronologiškai ankstyvų dirbinių ra
dimvietes, autorius priėjo išvadą, kad ankstyvų latgalių plokš
tinių kapinynų ir šioje teritorijoje ankstesniu periodu datuo
j amų pilkapių, apjuostų akmenų vainikais ir SU kolektyviniais 
kapais, paplitimo arealai sutampa. Tai leidžia manyti buvus 
etnini ryši. Šią galimybę patvirtina tokie dirbiniai, kaip apy
rankės storėjančiais daugiakampiais galais, juostinės apyran
kės kiek paplatintais galais, geležiniai ramentiniai smeigtu
kai, trikampio formos pakabučiai, kurie buvo rasti tiek pilka
pių, tiek latgalių plokštinių kapinynų kapų kompleksuose ir 
susieja ankstyvesniųpilkapiųpalaidojimus su plokštiniais lat
galių kapinynais. Tai dar kartą irodo pilkapių kultūros, kaip 
vieno iš komponentų, buvimą latgalių etnogenezėje. 

Iš latvių kalbos vertė 
E. Vasiliauskas 


